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Naadimuthu et al. [2] have presented the application of adaptive-network-based fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) to
design two vague systems, namely, thermal comfort and group technologies in production and operation managements.
The discussion shall focus on the following five main points which are not considered in the study.
(1) In scientific and engineering applications, data drivenmodels require division of the data into training and testing parts.
Perfect performance on partial data (training phase) does not mean good wholistic performance on the available input
data. The performance of a data driven approach is always judged in the testing phase [1]. Unfortunately, the authors
did not divide data into training and testing phases but employed all data sets in training process.
(2) It is not clear in the paperwhy the authors preferredGaussianmembership function (MF) amongmanyother alternatives
such as triangle, trapezoidal, or bell-shapedMFs in the ANFISmodel. Is it due to the fact that the GaussianMF has proved
their capability for better modeling nonlinear and smooth trends with continuous derivatives?
(3) The authors did not provide the necessaryminimum information about the terms inmost of the equations, whichmakes
it difficult to understand and interpret according to the readers point of view.
(4) The authors do not demonstrate in their paper any trained MF of input variables. Although ANFIS is an input–output
data matching procedure, fuzzy logic (FL) modeling within ANFIS requires insight into the physical configuration of the
concerned input and output variables in terms of MFs. The authors should have checked and demonstrated the MFs of
the input variables as for their suitability to FL principles prior to the training phase [3–5]. In the literature, there are
ANFIS model applications that include flaws and misinterpretations [4,5]. In order to avoid such pitfalls it is necessary
to concentrate on basic philosophy of FL rather than their mechanical use without logical reasoning and interpretations.
(5) The authors have two input variables eachwith four or six fuzzy sets. In general, it is possible towrite downmechanically
8 or 12 fuzzy rules with ANFIS which the authors have done. However, in doing so the authors have assumed implicitly
that all the input variables are independent from each other which is not the case. The ANFIS system digests and triggers
only the rules that are in accordance with the data at hand. It would have been better to know at least which rules are
valid ones in this case.
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